
OFFICIAL TRANSLATIONS; ALL THAT YOU 
NEED TO KNOW



A question people often ask is, “what is 
an official translation?”. For such an 
important matter, it’s our duty to 
provide comprehensive details to our 
customers. So let us begin with a 
systematic review of
what is considered official when it 
comes to Translations.

WHAT DOES OFFICIAL MEAN?

As per a logical and universal 
understanding, the term official 
means something pertaining to be 
of official use or associated with an 
official requirement. The office 
could include any office that have 
some sort of authority and an 
hierarchy of officers or workers that 
work there.



OFFICIAL TRANSLATIONS

Unlike the usual definition of official, 
an official translation or official 
Translations couldn’t be limited to just 
official use. As a matter of fact, any 
translation of an official document is 
called an official  translation. 
Nonetheless, to categorize official 

Translations into a single one is 
actually a very complex task yet 
for the convenience of our 
customers, we have categorize 
the official Translations into two
types. These two types of 
translations are required for 
official purposes.

Certified Translations
Legalized Translations

CERTIFIED TRANSLATIONS
A certified translation is the 
one that is accompanied by a 
certification of accuracy. It is a 
certificate stated by a 
professional translator. The 
content of the certificate 
includes the translator’s 
credentials, his statement that 
he has done the translation 
accurately in the light of his 
professional knowledge of
both the languages and the 
Translation contains the same 
information as that in the 
original. In the end,
the translator provides his 
signature.



In most cases, official translations and certified translations 
are regarded as same. It is because certified
translations are required at immigration offices such as 
USCIS. However, legalised Translations are also
regarded as official translations. Legalization of a translation 
involves an additional processes. An
additional document issued by the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office also known as Apostille is
required. Legalized Translations and their process may vary 
depending on which country they are
needed. Legalized Translations are only required in special 
cases and when they are required by a
certain office, it is mentioned in the requirements.

There are plenty of instances where 
you’ll need certified Translations. In 
fact, while translating legal
documents such as birth, marriage or 
divorce certificates, or even 
contracts, the process of 
certification  is essential.

WHERE ARE CERTIFIED 
TRANSLATIONS USED?

LEGALIZED TRANSLATIONS



HOW CAN ONE ACQUIRE A 
CERTIFIED TRANSLATION?

To acquire a certified translation, a 
person can use one of the two 
following ways.

CERTIFIED TRANSLATIONS 
BY A FREELANCE 
TRANSLATOR
Any translator who has been 
carrying out Translations 
and has professional 
knowledge of both 
languages, is eligible to provide a 
certified translation. If a country has an official body that regulates 
Translations such as a high court of Justice, the translator can register 
with it and become a sworn translator. Either a sworn translator or 
not, Translators can provide certified translations. It is however, a bit 
risky as you can never have absolute assurance of their skill.

CERTIFIED TRANSLATIONS BY A TRANSLATION COMPANY

The second way to get certified translations is through a 
translation company. Translation companies are very particular 
about their Translators and their qualifications. They understand 
the responsibility they undertake when they agree to provide 
certified translations to their customers. This is why, when they 
certify that the translated document has been translated 
accurately and they provide the signature of their translators, they 
are always sure.



WHICH WAY IS BETTER?
Although, there is no law or rule on who 

can provide a certified translation, there 
are a few things that you must consider while 

opting for the right option. There is no concrete 
way of knowing and assessing the authenticity of a 

translator. And no matter how they claim to be 
proficient in their work, there will always be room for suspicion.

For a translation company, translations are the true essence of the 
business. Having professional and skilled translators in the team is 
the most important factor for their survival. And especially in certified
translations, they just can’t mess things up. Since most of the 
certified translations are required by the immigration department. 
So it is always better to go with a translation company unless, of 
course, you have full assurance on the translator´s qualifications of a 
freelance translator.



WHEN DO YOU NEED CERTIFIED 
TRANSLATIONS?
Immigration is at the top of the list of 
places where you are required to submit 
certified translations. Entering a country 
isn´t merely setting foot on a new ground, 
but in fact, it´s an inclusion to their system.
The immigration office, therefore, want to 
ensure that whoever is coming to their 
country is free of all charges, had a solid 
past and present.
This is why all immigrants are required to 
submit the certified translations of their 
birth certificates. Marriage certificates, 
diplomas and character certificate 
certified translations are also required by 
the immigration. However, besides birth 
certificates, other certificates may only be 
required depending on the type of 
immigration. Birth certificate 
translations are mandatory for 
immigration.



When immigrants apply for a visa or residency in a 
country where the native language is different from
their native language, they are required to submit 
their birth certificate translation in the native
language of the country they are 
immigrating to. For instance, When it 
comes to USCIS, all immigrants
from non-English speaking 
countries are required to 
submit their certified birth 
certificate translation in
English. This is a rule 
for all 
immigrants.

BIRTH CERTIFICATE TRANSLATION

If you are planning to move to 
the US, the first thing that you 
would want to do is, getting 
your birth certificate translated. 
And the translation must be 
certified. Here, it is important to 
keep one thing in mind. USCIS 
is very particular about the 
documents required to be 
submitted, and the approval on 
birth certificate translation is 
essential for further process of 
immigration.

WHERE TO GO FOR 
CERTIFIED  BIRTH 
CERTIFICATE TRANSLATIONS?

The translation companies that you 
come across on the internet offers all 
sorts of translation services. But when 
you are looking for certified birth 
certificate translations, you must go 
with a company that has been 
providing certified translations for 
years and has a 100% approval rate at 
USCIS.
Certified Translations is a translation 
company that has been delivering 
excellence in translation services. We 
provide official translations with a 
commitment to quality and 
accuracy. We are very specific in 
meeting the requirements of our 
customers. With a 100% approval rate 
at the USCIS, we have served clients 
from all continents.
If you need your birth certificate 
translations, Certified Translations is 
right here for you. Along with the
most accurate certification, we add 
value to every service that we provide.



AFFORDABLE
Official translations have their own significance. And such 
services are always provided on an additional charge. Yet at 
Certified Translations, we provide certified translations at the 
most affordable rates. We have no rushed rates. Even if you 
need your birth certificate translation within a day, there is no 
extra fee. For us, our customers come first and their satisfaction 
is our top most priority. We are affordable in more than one 
ways.

With our instant quote, we provide you with a quote for your 
translation project in just a few minutes. We not only save you 
time but we also offer you the option to compare our prices 
online. Our correspondents are always ready to assist you with 
translation information, no matter when you need it.

With this tool, we allow you to calculate the price for your 
translation project yourself. You can enter
the number of words to find out what will be the price 
of your required translation. With such
assistance, we save you from the trouble of 
inquiring about the prices from different 
websites.

INSTANT QUOTE

WORD COUNTER TOOL



Birth 
Certificates

Marriage 
Certificates

Divorce 
Certificates

Death 
Certificates

Diplomas

Degrees Character 
Certificate/

Police Clearance

Medical 
Records

Police 
Reports

Business 
documents

COMMUNICATION AT ITS BEST
To ensure effective communication at all 
times, we have provided instant 
communication tools such as live chat, call 
and email. Through our live chat, customers 
can get in touch with our correspondents
instantly and they can answer all their 
queries within minutes. Moreover, they can 
also link up the customers with the project 
managers for further assistance.

Along with certified translations for official documents, we also 
provide translations for all sorts of texts. If you have a special 
requirement, get in touch with us today.

We are always available online. And even if 
you need our services at the eleventh hour, 
you can contact us online. We provide 
certified translations for all sorts of official 
documents including

CERTIFIED TRANSLATIONS ONLINE


